The effects of perceptual load on visual cortex response to distractors are well established and various phenomena of 'inattentional blindness' associated with elimination of visual cortex response to unattended distractors, have been documented in tasks of high load. Here we tested an account for these effects in terms of a load-induced trade-off between target and distractor processing in retinotopic visual cortex. Participants were scanned using fMRI while performing a visual-search task and ignoring distractor checkerboards in the periphery. Retinotopic responses to target and distractors were assessed as a function of search load (comparing search set-sizes two, three and five). We found that increased load not only increased activity in frontoparietal network, but also had opposite effects on retinotopic responses to target and distractors. Target-related signals in areas V2-V3 linearly increased, while distractor response linearly decreased, with increased load. Critically, the slopes were equivalent for both load functions, thus demonstrating resource trade-off. Load effects were also found in displays with the same item number in the distractor hemisphere across different set sizes, thus ruling out local intrahemispheric interactions as the cause. Our findings provide new evidence for load theory proposals of attention resource sharing between target and distractor leading to inattentional blindness.
Much research has established that people's ability to focus attention effectively on their task, in the presence of irrelevant distractors, depends not only on the extent to which the distractors are presented away from the current focus, but also on the level of perceptual load in the task. Irrelevant distractors appearing in the periphery, clearly separate from the attended task, consistently elicit visual cortex responses in tasks of low perceptual load (e.g. detection of a 'target' item, that can pop out from among dissimilar items). In contrast tasks of high perceptual load (e.g. requiring complex discrimination of a target based on specific shape-colour combinations) are associated with significantly reduced visual cortex response to any irrelevant distractors (e.g. refs 1-3; see ref. 4 for a recent review) resulting in the experience of 'inattentional blindness' . These effects are found across different manipulations of load, throughout visual cortex, from occipital cortex including primary visual cortex area V1, the superior colliculus and LGN (e.g. refs 1,3,5 and 6), to cortical areas involved in complex image recognition (e.g. refs 2 and 7). Additional studies have demonstrated the behavioural significance of these findings, showing that distractors produced significant interference in task performance in conditions of low but not high perceptual load (e.g. refs [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] whereby people report experiencing 'blindness' to unattended stimuli instead [13] [14] [15] . All these findings are accounted for by the load theory of attention and cognitive control (e.g. refs 10 and 16). In load theory neural resources mediating perception are of limited capacity, and therefore depend on the allocation of attention in tasks of high perceptual load which consume full capacity. In addition, the theory proposes that although perceptual processing resources are of limited capacity they are spent to the full, thus resulting in perception of all stimuli within capacity whether task-relevant or irrelevant. Therefore tasks of low perceptual load result additionally in the perception of irrelevant distractors.
While research into the effects of perceptual load on unattended distractor processing provides strong support for Load Theory, the neural mechanisms mediating these effects require further elucidation. Specifically, the attribution of load effects on distractor processing to the level of demand on capacity placed by the attended task leads to the prediction that level of neural response to the distractor should be inversely related to the level of neural activity associated with the attended task processing. In other words, brain activity measured during performance of a selective attention task is expected to show a load related neural response trade-off between the attended and unattended processing, reflecting the sharing of limited resources. The hypothesis of a resource sharing resulting in a response trade-off further leads to the prediction that the magnitude of load effect on unattended distractor signal should be proportional to the magnitude of load effect on the attended target signal. Thus a gradual increase in the level of load in an attended task should be associated with a gradual increase in the target signal, but importantly a concomitant gradual decrease in the distractor signal of a similar magnitude to increase in the target signal with load.
Moreover, a core claim of perceptual load theory is that perceptual load leads to 'early selection' reducing elementary perceptual processing associated with contrast detection for irrelevant distractors (e.g. ref. 14) and the related neural signals in retinotopic primary visual cortex areas (both striate and extrastriate, e.g. refs 3,17 and 18) and thus leading to inattentional blindness [13] [14] [15] . This suggests that a load-induced trade-off in neural activity should be found already in the retinotopic visual cortex response to targets versus distractors. This trade-off in neural responses would explain why people fail to detect unattended stimuli and therefore report inattentional blindness under high perceptual load.
To test this hypothesis, we varied the level of load in a visual search task in a gradual manner, by changing the search set size and comparing search tasks involving two, three or five search items. Participants performed the search task under these different levels of perceptual load while ignoring two irrelevant distractor checkerboards in the periphery (see Fig. 1 ). Retinotopic and functional localizer mapping allowed us to measure the distinct retinotopic responses related to the target (search array) and to the distractor (checkerboard) stimuli in areas V1-V3, and we assessed these as a function of the gradual increase in search load with increased set size.
Results
Behavioural results. Alpha levels were set at p < 0.05 for significance. Participants' mean response time (RT) and accuracy rates were submitted to repeated measures ANOVAs Greenhouse-Geisser corrected for sphericity (degrees of freedom are rounded to the nearest integer value). Repeated measures ANOVAs of the visual search task response times (RT) as a function of set size (two, three or five) revealed that increased search set size was associated with longer response times (F(1, 20) = 96.74, MSE = 3491, p < 0.001, η p2 = 0.858, see Fig. 2 ), as expected. The effects were significant for both the increase from set size two to three (t(16) = 8.32, p < 0.001, Cohen's d = 2.02; two tailed t-test as in all other results reported, unless specified otherwise) and from set size three to five (t(16) = 8.96, p < 0.001; Cohen's d = 2.17). Figure 2 illustrates a linear effect of set size. To formally examine this, we ran a linear mixed model analysis on the individual trial response times with the factors of set size and set size 2 as the linear and quadratic predictors respectively, and participant as random effect (to account for the individual participant RT slope). This analysis established a significant linear trend for set size, and no effect of the nonlinear predictor (set size predictor: estimate = 115.75 (SE = 27.87), t = 4.153, p < 0.001; quadratic predictor: estimate = − 5.83, (SE = 3.80), t = 1.53, p = 0.12). Model comparison revealed no significant differences between linear models that include or did not include a quadratic predictor, χ 2 (1) = 2.35, p = 0.12. These results confirm that increased set size led to a linear increase in the demand on search capacity, as expected for this conjunction search task (e.g. ref. 19) .
A similar ANOVA on the search errors replicated the effect seen on RT, demonstrating a significant increase in search errors with increased set size (F(1, 20) = 59.06, MSE = 20.23, p < 0.001, η p2 = 0.78). As in the RT results, this effect was significant for both the increase in set size from set size two to three (t(16) = 4.34, p = 0.001, Cohen's d = 1.05) and the set size increase from three to five (t(16) = 8.20, p < 0.001, Cohen's d = 1.99).
Eye-monitoring data was analysed for fourteen of the participants (three were excluded due to contact lenses artefacts) (Fig. S1 ). Repeated measures ANOVAs on the average eye position with the factor of set size showed no effect of set size on either horizontal (F(2, 26) = 1.31, p = 0.286, or vertical distance from fixation F(2, 26) = 1.15, p = 0.330. There was also no effect on the standard deviation of the distances (F(2, 26) = 1.26, p = 0.29 for horizontal; F < 1 for vertical distance). Thus none of the effects of set size can be attributed to differences in eye fixation.
Whole brain analysis.
Increased set size was associated with significant increases in activity in the frontoparietal attention network, including bilateral intraparietal sulcus, bilateral insula, left middle frontal gyrus, anterior cingulate cortex (p < 0.005 uncorrected voxel level, p FWE-corr < 0.05 at cluster level, Fig. 1 ). These regions are consistent with regions typically associated with the effects of attentional load in a variety of tasks (e.g. refs 3,7,20-22) . Additionally, a polynomial regression, testing for both linear and quadratic trends over the full brain indicated a significant linear effect for the effect of load on the frontoparietal network (p < 0.005 uncorrected voxel level, p FWE-corr < 0.05 at cluster level; Table 1 ), consistent with the linear effects of load found on RTs. No regions showed a significant quadratic trend once the variance associated with a linear component was taken into account (all p FWE-corr > 0.12). These results concur with previous findings that gradual increases in load through increased set size are associated with a linear increase in frontoparietal 21, [23] [24] [25] in the range of set size increase up to five items as reported here.
Retinotopic responses to target and distractor ROI. Our main hypothesis concerned the effects of load on retinotopic responses to the target versus distractor items. Participants beta values corresponding to retinotopic locations of target or distractor items were submitted to repeated measure ANOVAs with attention (target, distractor) and search set size (two, three, five) as factors for V1, V2, and V3/VP ( Fig. 3 ; see also Supplementary Information). The ANOVAs revealed a significant main effect of attention in all three areas F(1, 16) = 6.11, MSE = 0.518, p = 0.025, for V1; F(1, 16) = 20.32, MSE = 1.17, p < 0.001, for V2; F(1, 16) = 16.71, MSE = 2.45, p = 0.001 for V3). As shown in Fig. 3 , BOLD signals were higher in the target ROIs than in the distractor ROIs for all areas despite the fact that the distractor stimulus was substantially larger than the target stimulus, even when cortical magnification was taken into account. Importantly there was an interaction between attention and set size in V2: F(2, 32) = 15.28, MSE = 0.164, p < 0.001, and V3: F(2, 32) = 12.53, MSE = 0.248, p < 0.001. The interaction with set size was not significant in V1 (F(2, 32) = 2.22, MSE = 0.16, p = 0.12), however the effect of perceptual load on V1 activity was found when target and distractor signals were compared between the low load (set size two) and high load (set size five) level (t(16) = 2.01, p = 0.030, one tailed). As can be seen in Fig. 3 , load affected both the distractor and the target signals in a resource trade-off manner in areas V2-V3: while distractor-related signals were linearly reduced with increased load, target-related activity linearly increased with higher load. This was confirmed in a polynomial regression on the distractor and target ROIs showing a significant linear effect of set size both on the distractor responses (average parameter estimate for the linear effect = − 0.164, SEM = 0.054, t(16) = 3.08, p = 0.003 one tailed for V2; average parameter estimate = − 0.216, SEM = 0.069, t(16) = 3.19, p = 0.002 one tailed for V3) and on the target responses (average parameter estimate for the linear effect = 0.143, SEM = 0.062, t(16) = 2.36, p = 0.01, one tailed for V2) with a similar trend that approached significance in V3 (average parameter estimate for the linear effect = 0.151, SEM = 0.09, t(16) = 1.57, p = 0.06, one tailed). Moreover, as also shown in Fig. 3 the increase in target response with increased set size was of a similar magnitude to the reduction in distractor response with increased set size (the average slope for increase in target signal with increased set size was 0.20 for V2 (SEM = 0.09) and 0.18 for V3 (SEM = 0.08) while the average slope for decrease in distractor signal with set size load was 0.19 for V2 (SEM = 0.07) and 0.23 for V3, (SEM = 0.08), t < 1 for slope comparisons in both areas).
Overall, these findings demonstrate a resource trade-off between retinotopic activity related to attended targets compared to unattended distractors. This resource trade-off supports our load theory prediction that reduced distractor processing is inversely related to the draw on capacity for target processing. The findings that perceptual load induces a resource trade-off in the response to attended versus unattended stimuli already in retinotopic cortex is as we predicted on the basis of load theory claim that perceptual load effects lead to 'early selection' .
Connectivity.
To examine whether perceptual load modulated the functional connectivity between the frontoparietal regions associated with a main effect of load and the target and distractor ROIs in V2 and V3 we have conducted a psychophysiological interaction analysis (see Supplementary Material). This analysis revealed that the manipulation of set size was associated with increased functional connectivity between the distractor V3 ROI (representing the left and right checkerboards) and the left inferior frontal gyrus (Z = 4.37, p FWE = 0.001; MNI coordinates − 33, 2, − 14; Number of voxels = 109). These findings further support the load hypothesis in showing that increased perceptual load is associated with greater connectivity between attentional control regions typically associated with the main effect of load and the level of distractor signal in retinotopic cortex. Furthermore, the specific pattern reflected greater connectivity between a lower distractor signal (average beta values for the composite distractor V3 ROI were − 0.71, − 0.84, − 1.27 for set sizes two, three and five respectively) and inferior frontal cortex as set size was increased. This pattern suggests an attention suppression effect on retinotopic distractor responses with increased set size that is potentially mediated by increased functional connectivity with frontal attentional load associated areas, in support of our load hypothesis.
Local interactions.
To ensure that the set size effects on the unattended distractor processing are due to a draw on attention capacity as we claim, rather than any form of local interactions, we reanalysed the set size effect on the distractor signals, for trials with the very same set size in the distractor hemifield across the different set sizes. The distractor ROI signals entered into this analysis were those from displays in which the increased set size only affected the opposite hemifield to the distractor ROI (see Fig. 4 ). For this analysis the signal in set size two condition was compared with the signal from a sub-set of the data in the set size five displays that had two items in the distractor hemifield (on the right in this example) and three items in the opposite hemifield (on the left); while a comparison of set size three with set size five involved the set size five displays that had three items in the distractor hemifield (on the right) and two items in the opposite hemifield (on the left, see Fig. 4 ). In this way the effect of set size concerned the very same number of items within the distractor hemifield (Fig. 4, Panel b) . The results replicated the same pattern found overall: distractor responses were reduced in set size five compared to set size three in all areas (t(16) = 2.77, p = 0.014 in V1; t(16) = 4.16, p < 0.001 in V2; t(16) = 2.40, p = 0.028 in V3) and compared to set size two in V3 (t(16) = 2.77, p = 0.014; t < 1 in V1 and t(16) = 1.82, p = 0.086 in V2, although the lack of significance is likely due to the reduced power with smaller number of hemifield set size matched trials). In addition, Fig. 4 (panel c) shows that the increase in the target signal with set size is also found for the same number of items in the target hemifield across set sizes (so that the increased number of items with set size just concerns the opposite hemifield), though these effects reached significance only for set size 5 compared to set size 2 in V2 t(16) = 3.04, p = 0.008 (t(16) = 1.33, p = 0.2 for V1; t(16) = 1.26, p = 0.2 for V3, t < 1 for the comparisons of set size five and three). Finally the set size five condition also allowed us to compare the distractor signal as a function of the increase in the number of items within the same or within the opposite distractor hemifield only, for the same level of overall load (set size 5 displays: Fig. 4 panel A, comparison of signal in displays 2 versus 4 for distractor in the same or opposite hemifield as the target). This analysis showed no significant differences in distractor suppression as a function of the number of items within the same distractor hemifield (t(16) = 1.573, p = 0.135 in V2; t < 1 for V1, V3) or in the opposite hemifield to the distractor (t(16) = 1.37, p = 0.188 for V2, t < 1 for V1, V3).
These findings confirm our hypothesis that the reduced distractor response is due to load on attention, rather than local (hemisphere-specific) suppression. These results also show that load-dependent distractor modulations must originate in higher regions, where representations are not confined to a hemifield, in line with the whole brain findings of frontoparietal activity related to load and with the functional connectivity results.
Local interactions were examined further by comparing the distractor signal between trials in which the search items were all presented within the distractor hemifield and those in which all the search items were all in the opposite hemifield. This analysis could only be run for set sizes 2 and 3 (since set size 5 always included a mixture of items in each hemifield). The results indicated a higher distractor signal when the search items were within the same hemifield as the distractor compared to between hemifield (For set size 3: t(16) = 2.70, p = 0.015 in V1; t(16) = 3.79, p = 0.002 in V2; t(16) = 2.42, p = 0.028 in V3. For set size 2: t(16) = 1.92, p = 0.07 in V1; t(16) = 3.62, p = 0.002 in V2; t(16) = 4.012, p < 0.001 in V3; Fig. 5 ).
Furthermore an ANOVA that included both factors of hemifield and set size (for the data shown in Fig. 5 ) revealed no interaction of the effect of increased set size and hemifield (F(1, 16) = 2.32, p = 0.147 for the interaction in V1, F(1, 16) = 2.74, p = 0.117 for the interaction in V2, F < 1 for the interaction in V3). These findings clearly rule out local suppressions of the distractor or target signal as the source for the effect of set size. Instead they support the attention spill over hypothesis (e.g. ref. 8 ) in which attention spills over to distractor stimuli in lower set sizes (e.g. refs 9 and 26) leads to distractor processing. Such spill over favours distractor items near the target compared to those further away 27 .
General discussion. The present study established the effects of gradual increases in perceptual load both on the frontoparietal attention network, consistent with previous research (e.g. refs 3,7,20-22) . More importantly, we extended these findings to characterise the distinct retinotopic response to attended targets versus unattended distractors. Our findings indicate a resource sharing pattern in retinotopic cortex V2-V3: gradual increases in perceptual load through increased search set size were associated with both increased retinotopic V2-V3 responses related to the attended target stimuli and reduced response associated with the unattended distractor stimulus. Moreover, the specific findings that reduction in distractor related activity was of the same magnitude as the increase in attended target signal with increased load clearly lends itself to a neural resource trade-off interpretation, as we predicted.
Overall, these results provide a novel line of support for the core claims of load theory that reduced distractor processing is the result of increased demand on perceptual capacity in the attended task and that the effects of perceptual load lead to 'early selection' , being found already at the retinotopic visual cortex response to attended targets versus unattended distractors. The effects on retinotopic responses to distractors (as compared with targets) were found already in V1 as well as V2-V3 and these effects can also account for previous behavioural findings that increased perceptual load leads to inattentional blindness: failing to notice a distractor in conditions of higher perceptual load in the task (e.g. refs 15 and 28). The finding that inattentional blindness under load is due to reduced detection sensitivity, with no effects on decision criterion in high perceptual load (e.g. refs 13 and 14) can be explained by a reduced signal to distractor in retinotopic visual representations in striate and extrastriate cortex.
The specific pattern of a load induced trade-off in the neural signal established here concurs with a few previous demonstrations of 'push-pull' effects of attention on visual cortex responses to target and distractors, and suggests that a neural resource trade-off is mediating these effects. For example, Somers et al. 29 found spatially specific enhancement and spatially specific suppression related to the attended versus unattended locations respectively in retinotopic areas V1-V3. Moreover, paying attention (in order to report memory post-exposure) to images of either faces or scenes leads to both enhancement and suppression of the related face or scene signal in category selective areas of visual cortex 30 . However these earlier studies did not vary demands on target processing (rather they varied which location or which image category was attended) and thus the general 'push pull' pattern can only be suggestive of capacity sharing in perception related processing. Pinks et al. 7 studied more directly the effects of attention in relation to the level of demand on perceptual capacity. They compared the level of activity related to target and distractor pictures of meaningful objects (such as fruits) as a function of the perceptual demands in the attended task. Their results indicated a push-pull effect of attention on the V4/TEO response to targets and distractors. In addition, their effect was found across the two hemispheres (e.g. increased signal in right V4 for attended targets in the left visual field together with reduced signal in left V4 to unattended distractors in the right visual fields) consistent with the cross-hemispheric effects we report (in the Local Interaction results section) in addition to the within-hemisphere effects we also establish. These effects were not apparent in V1-V3/VP in Pinsk et al.'s study however this may be due to reduced task sensitivity to reveal these (e.g. the use of meaningful images which required object recognition may have been particularly suited to attentional modulations of V4/TEO where object recognition is typically implicated). Furthermore since all the previous studies that compared attended and unattended activity did not gradually increase the level of load in the attended task, a resource trade-off function could not be previously plotted.
Thus, the present results significantly extend previous research to now demonstrate a specific pattern of push-pull effects of attentional load in areas V2-V3 both within and across hemispheres. Moreover, our demonstration that the search set size slopes related to gradual increases in task load were of corresponding magnitude for both the increase in target signal and the decrease in distractor signal can more tightly support the conclusion that the effects of attention load are due to a resource trade-off in neural responses. Additionally, the findings that distractor ROI shows greater functional connectivity with the inferior frontal gyrus with higher load suggests a load-mediated attention control over retinotopic cortex responses to distractor in further support of our hypothesis.
As expected from the load hypothesis and the load mediated frontal-retinotopic connectivity related to the distractor response, our local interaction analyses further demonstrated that the reduced distractor response with increased set size is associated with load on attention, rather than local suppression (e.g. due to crowding, or greater suppressive interactions within receptive fields, c.f. ref. 31 ) of distractor signals within the same hemifield as the target. In addition, our finding that in conditions of low load distractor signal was greater when the search items were in the same hemifield rather than in the opposite hemifield not only rules out local suppression effects but also provides novel evidence for load theory claim of a 'spill over' of resources in conditions of low load in the attended task (see also ref. 32 for supportive findings), which favours items in the vicinity of the target 27 . These findings are consistent with a large volume of previous demonstrations of perceptual load effects that cannot be accounted for by local suppressions, or hemisphere specific interactions (for instance because the effect of load is varied at fixation, without any increase in the number of items, e.g. refs 1,3 and 33) .
The apparent inconsistency with a recent finding that increased perceptual load only affected behavioural response-competition effects from flankers in the opposite hemifield to the target 34 can be explained by the null flanker effects found for flankers within the target hemifield already in the low load conditions. Clearly load cannot cause any reduction in distractor effects when these are already at floor in the low load conditions.
Of course the findings do not rule out other effects of hemispheric interactions e.g. perhaps due to hemisphere-specific resources in the case of motion tracking 35 . Instead they reinforce load theory claims that distractor processing depends on the level of draw on perceptual capacity (across different manipulations, which are typically not hemisphere specific).
Finally, it is worth noting that the linear increases in fronto parietal BOLD signal related to attentional load may be restricted to our use of a set size of up to five items within our conjuction search task. Larger set size could perhaps lead to an asymptote in the effect on the neural signal, indicating resource saturation. For example Mitchell and Cusack 25 report a saturation of the set size effect with a set size of eight items. Such saturation once found for a target processing is also predicted to lead to an asymptote in the distractor response signal (showing no further decline with the higher set sizes where the asymptote is found). Testing these predictions should prove an interesting avenue for future research.
Materials and Methods
Participants. The research was approved by the UCL ethics committee and was carried out in accordance with the approved guidelines. Eighteen participants (12 females; age: 19-31, mean 25 years old; all right-handed) were recruited in keeping with the standard sample size in attention research. The data from one participant (female) could not be analysed, due to excessive head motion in the scanner. None of the participants reported past history of psychiatric or neurological diseases, and all gave informed written consent. Participants had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity.
Stimuli and Task.
Stimuli were presented on a uniform middle grey background. A small cross (0.38° × 0.38°) appeared in the centre of each display to mark fixation. Search stimuli were oriented gratings subtending 1.1° that appeared at 3.7° from the fixation cross, and could be tilted 45° or 315°. Orientation was randomly chosen for each grating on every trial. The distance between patches was 2.8° (center to center). Two black and white checkerboards (1.5° width × 7° height) appeared on the left and right sides of each display with their centre positioned 7.4° away from fixation. The colour set for the search stimuli was: light green (0.51, 0.9, 0.51), green (0, 0.314, 0), blue (0, 0, 0.392), maroon (0.471, 0, 0), lilac (0.725, 0.725, 1) and pink (1, 0.588, 0.588). The search targets were defined as having either the combination of light green and blue or lilac and maroon (Fig. 1) . Search "non-target" gratings had the combinations of light green and dark green, light green and maroon, lilac and dark green, lilac and blue, pink and dark green, pink and blue, pink and maroon.
Participants' task was to discriminate which of the two target gratings appeared while ignoring the checkerboard distractors. The search task had either two, three or five gratings always appearing in adjacent locations (Fig. 1) . As shown in Fig. 1 set size two always included two items within the same quadrant (equally likely in any of the four possible quadrants). Set size was increased by adding search items in adjacent positions to those in the lower set size displays (within the same hemifield for set size three) while set size five displays had either two or three items in each hemifield (see also Fig. 4 ). There was only one target in every trial that appeared equally likely in any of the eight possible locations in all set sizes. Participants were instructed to respond to the presence of any of the targets as accurately and quickly as possible while keeping their eyes fixated at the centre marked with a small cross on each display. Each search trial started with a fixation cross in the centre of the screen during 500 ms followed by a search display. Search stimuli remained on the screen during 200 ms, and the peripheral checkerboards flickered after 100 ms. In null trials only the fixation cross was present. A blank interval of variable duration followed so the intertrial interval was 3, 5, or 7 seconds. Response was collected during 2 seconds.
Participants completed 4 scan sessions each composed of 87 trials (24 trials per each of the search set size plus 15 null trials). Search set size, target location and inter-trial interval were fully counterbalanced within each of the four scanning sessions. The two target gratings were fully counterbalanced with set size, target location and ITI value across the whole experiment. All trials were presented in random order. Each scan lasted 480 seconds and started with a 10 volumes blank period. The initial 5 volumes were considered as dummy scans and not included in any analysis. Stimuli were viewed via a mirror system mounted on the head coil. The experiment was programed in MATLAB with Cogent toolbox used for graphical presentation (http://www.vislab.ucl.ac.uk/ cogent.php). Mixed model analysis on the individual behavioural responses was estimated in R 36 using the lme4 37 and lmerTest 38 . Following the scanning experiment, participants underwent two runs of functional localizers blocks and two runs of retinotopic mapping scans (see Supplementary information). To ensure whether participants maintained fixation eye movements were controlled during the main experiment with a long-range optics ASL 5000 Eye Tracking System. Eye position was continuously sampled at 60 Hz in every trial. Calibration was performed immediately before the experiment once the participants' head was still and in a good position for scanning. The luminance conditions during calibration were the same as the experiment. MRI acquisition and analysis. Scanning was performed at the Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging at UCL. All images were acquired using a Siemens 3T Allegra MRI scanner with a single channel head coil. Anatomical images were acquired using a T1-weighted sequence with 1mm voxel resolution images (176 sagittal slices, echo time = 2.4 msec; acquisition time per slice = 7.92 msec, matrix size = 256 × 240, flip angle = 15°). Whole-brain echoplanar functional images were acquired in 38 transverse slices (repetition time = 2.28 s, matrix size = 64 × 72, slice thickness = 2 mm with 1 mm gap, voxel size 3 mm, descending slice acquisition). In the main experiment, 4 scans of 210 volumes each were acquired. Then two additional scans of 110 volumes were acquired to be used as functional localizers as well as two more scans of 165 volumes for retinotopic mapping. All scans included 5 dummy volumes at the start to allow for T1 equilibration effects. A field map was acquired to assist in unwarping the functional images.
All data were processed with SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk). Functional images were slice time corrected, realigned with a representative functional volume and unwarped. Additionally the main experiment images were morphed into the standard Montreal Neurological Institute space via the unified-segmentation procedure (only for whole-brain analysis; in two participants a new AC origin was set to improve alignment) and spatially smoothed using a 4 mm full-width at half maximum Gaussian kernel. Retinotopy and localizer images were preserved in their native space (and not smoothed). A high-pass filter (cut-off, 128 sec) was applied to the data for removing low-frequency signal drifts. All events representing the presence of a target in any of the eight possible search locations under the three different set sizes besides null trials were modelled using a general linear model. Each event was modelled as an impulse of activity at the onset of the search display and was convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function in SPM8. Statistical parametric maps were obtained using t contrasts testing for a greater activity in set size 5 compared to set size 2 for each participant. In a second stage, statistical parametric maps were generated at group level where contrast images for each participant in the condition of interest were submitted to one sample t-test. SPM maps were generated using a voxel-level threshold of p < 0.005 (uncorrected) and a family-wise error correction at cluster level of p < 0.05. Additionally, load was modelled as a continuous variable in a polynomial regression where trials were weighted by their set size. Statistical parametric maps were obtained for each participant for the activations that followed either a linear of quadratic trend. In a second stage, statistical maps were generated at group level using a t-contrast on the contrast images obtained from each subject.
Anatomical images were co-registered with a mean functional image and used for surface reconstruction, which was performed with the Freesurfer image analysis software (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). Data from the retinotopic mapping was used to define the borders between areas V1, V2 and V3/VP in each hemisphere 39 . Data from the localizer scans were used to define the ROIs within each visual area that responded more strongly to each stimulus location (see Supplementary Material). Functional data from both scans were projected onto flattened representations of each participant's visual cortex. ROIs corresponding to the search grating locations or checkerboard distractor locations in each visual area were drawn in Freesurfer and the ROIs created were then imported into SPM8.
Beta weights (parameter estimates) corresponding to the events of interest (i.e. a target present in each search location, a distractor checkerboard present on the left or right) were obtained for every ROI for each participant, using Marsbar (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/) and then averaged across the ROIs in each visual area for each experimental condition. Distractor related signal was extracted separately for the ventral and dorsal sections in each of the V1-V3 ROIs and than averaged across sections and across left and right ROIs. In the local interactions analysis, events were modelled for target presence in either the right or left hemifield, for each set size (Fig. 4 , Panel b) and in another regression for targets presence in each of the target locations for each set size (Fig. 4, Panel c) . Beta weights were obtained for every distractor ROI separately for trials with target in the same or opposite hemifield as the distractor for each set size (Fig. 4, Panel b) . Beta weights were also obtained for every target ROI separately for trials with different number of items in the target hemifield for each set size (Fig. 4, Panel c) . Percent signal change was computed in Marsbar with the function event_signal for illustration purposes only. All statistical analysis were performed using the beta values (parameter estimates) obtained from the GLM.
